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UNITARY ENTERPRISE „ANGREN ISSIKLIK ENERGIYASI“
ORDER №107
Angren city

September 10, 2015

„On organization of the cotton campaign Pakhta-2015“
To ensure implementation of the plan for the raw cotton harvest in Angren and on the basis
of the order of the Angren mayor I.A. Rakhmonov №103 dated 08.08.2015 and the Protocol of the
Technical Board of the Enterprise № ___ of ______________ 2015

HEREBY I ORDER
1.

Heads of production sites and departments are to provide lists of employees for the cotton harvest campaign Pakhta-2015.

2.

On the basis of these lists, head of Human Resources M. Ismailova is to form a team,
which will take part in the cotton harvest campaign Pakhta-2015 and maintain their full
salary payment.

3.

The formed team is to be sent to the cotton harvest works in the Kuk Orol village in the
Bukin district as part of the brigade №235. Head of the maintenance workshop Ganibayev N. is to be appointed as head of the brigade, responsible for reporting and maintenance of a time-sheet of cotton pickers, taking into account the 8-hour workday and
implementation of the cotton harvest plan.

4.

The following vehicles are to be assigned to the brigade №235 until the end of the cotton
campaign:
- „Damas“ license plate 10432 VAA. Driver: Begmatov A.
- GAZ 3302 „Gazelle“ license plate 10 634 EAA. Driver: Mamadaliyev E.
- GAZ 52 license plate 10 640 EAA Driver: Karimov A.
- Tiko license plate 10 633 EAA. Driver: Zhumakulov J.
- GAZ 53 license plate 10 637 EAA. Driver: Kasymhanov M.

5.

Head of the vehicle fleet Nazarov G. is to ensure smooth operation of the vehicles.

6.

Engineer on technical security and emergencies Shamsutdinov I. is to carry out a briefing for team members on labor safety during agricultural works and on behavior in the
public places of residence.
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7.

Heads of sites are to keep record of the working time of employees, members of the brigade in accordance with the data on implementation of the cotton harvest plan, submitted by the head of the brigade.

8.

Chief Accountant Tyurina T.V. is to make payroll to team members on the basis of the
provided timesheets.

9.

Head of Planning and Economics department Yakovchits O.A. is to maintain control of
working hours of employees in the brigade.

10.

Secretary Dzhurayeva U. is to inform all the above mentioned persons about this order.

11.

Deputy Director Mansurov D.N is to control execution of this order.

Director of the Enterprise

(signature)
Familiarized with the order:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
		
		
		
		
		

Mukhitdinnov H.H.

